New 4-Year Bachelor of Science Option 2021 Intake

GREAT

Global Research Enrichment and Technopreneurship

For elite students interested in scientific research or starting business ventures

This programme exposes students to the world of new scientific discoveries and innovative technologies. Students admitted to the programme will study a tailored common first-year curriculum under the College of Science. After one year of study, they can choose their specialised GREAT streams offered by the Departments of Chemistry, Mathematics and Physics:

- Bachelor of Science in Chemistry (GREAT stream)
- Bachelor of Science in Computing Mathematics (GREAT stream)
- Bachelor of Science in Physics* (GREAT stream)

*new title subject to approval

Highlighted Features:

- Inquiry-based and research-driven learning
- Mentorship by world-renowned professors
- Integrating curriculum with entrepreneurship and business planning
- Connection with industrialists
- Overseas academic and research exchange
- Internship in overseas research institutes or technological start-ups

Contact us:
T: +852 3442-4567
E: csci.office@cityu.edu.hk

www.cityu.edu.hk/csci